
BMS COSMETIC TATTOO
BY SHIRIN FARSAD

 QUESTIONS?
             
How do I make a booking or consulation? 
Go on o our website and fill out the Booking Form under Services.
We will respond within 24hrs with your appointment time and invoice. 
Your invoice must be paid within 48hrs to confirm your appointment.

How long do brow tattoos last?
Powder and W Brows  last 1-4 yrs depending on skin type. Powder and W Brows  last 1-4 yrs depending on skin type. 
Before/aftercare is vital to having the best healing outcome. 
We recommend a yearly colour boost.

Will it hurt?
After much consultation, we have been advised by our clients that 
Powder and our advanced W Brows feels like light threading compared to 
Microblading pain level  3-4.
For the comfort of our cleints we use two anaesthetics.For the comfort of our cleints we use two anaesthetics.

How do I know what style will suit me?
BMS Cosmetic Tattoo offers our trademark, customised #No.1 service called 
DBD (Digital Brow Designs)
They are digital and personalised designs of your chosen style, hand drawn 
and customised on your portrait, by the artist.   

How do I know if Powder Brow or W Brow is suitable for me? 
Machine (Powder Brows) are suitable for all skin types, esp oily skin. Machine (Powder Brows) are suitable for all skin types, esp oily skin. 
W Brows is suitable for all except mature skin with large pores. We will design 
the two different styles on your portrait if you are undecided. 

How do I know what colour will suit me?
We colour match with the roots of your natural eyebrow hair, it’s the colour 
that suits you most! Other factors like make-up style or skin tone etc 
can be taken into consideration when choosing your colour. 
However, going a level or two lighter can only be done through a tattoo 
device not a blade (used for microblading).

What happens if I don’t do even just 1 part of the before/aftercare What happens if I don’t do even just 1 part of the before/aftercare 
procedure? 

CAFFIENE or ALCOHOL 24hrs from the time of your appointment, will 
not allow good ink retain as it should.

HOT SHOWERS with steam (duration longer than 5min) and/or geting  your
brows soaked under the shower  ( day 1-10 )your tattoo wil fade!

SLEEPING ON YOUR EYEBROWS is also a big NO NO! 
Clients that have slept on one sidClients that have slept on one side have had one of their brows fade lighter 
when healed, making them look uneven.

BLOOD THINNERS, if taken within 2 weeks of treatment will result in 
bleeding and won’t allow your skin to retain the ink.

SUN/TAN will have the skin in healing stage and PMU cannot be performed, 
your appointment may be rescheduled with 48hrs notice.

70% of the healed outcome depends on your before/aftercare. 
Please follow the instructions carefullPlease follow the instructions carefully, step by step, for the best outcome.


